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In electronics manufacturing, the package information and their inspection and repair
reports are collected to databases. This data can be useful in improving quality and
reliablity of new products. At design phase manufacturability can be influenced
efficiently; later in the production delays and costs for changes will gradually
increase. Quality Forecasting Tool (QFT) has been built to forecast quality of
products by joining package lists of the product and known quality levels of these
packages. The quality forecasts obtained with the QFT system for three products have
been tested by comparing the results to the real quality of these products on a period
of seven months. This statistical analysis shows the components with biggest
problems.
Variation of the quality differences between products and periods of time supports the
importance of intelligent systems in these applications. Obtaining more accurate
quality forecast requires knowledge on the characteristics of the product, for example
component and joint densities as well as their differences. The quality levels obtained
from the databases describe average quality in the production line, and this data must
be modified on the basis product and process knowledge to improve the quality
estimate. Intelligent methods can be applied to model product quality on the basis of
product characteristics. To use these methods more queries are needed to extract data
about real quality in different situations. By this way it is possible to find factors
influencing to the quality. The intelligent methods combine these risk factors in
modifying the quality levels of the packages before calculating the quality forecast of
the product. The intelligent system had very promising results which support real time
application in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays it is important to bring new, better and more attractive products for global
markets. These products are complex and compact. To reach these goals, time to
design, product ramp-up and marketing must be shortened. Additional to these timeto-market requirements, more attention must be taken to processability.
New products are developed in product programs. It is important that the new
product's quality is high already in early design phase. To forecast quality,
information from databases can be used. In databases there are for example x-ray
defect data at the component level and different key figures can be calculated. With
these key figures, ppm and yield, the quality of a new product can be estimated before
any product has been manufactured.
Quality Forecasting Tool User Interface combines ppm values for specified product's
packages. In the user interface there is a possibility to change ppm values and
speculate how it effects on the product's quality. In this way, it is possible to find risky
components and get better processability.
Intelligent methods can be applied to model product quality on the basis of product
characteristics. To use these methods more queries are needed to extract data about
real quality in different situations. In this way it is possible to find factors influencing
to the quality. The intelligent methods combine these risk factors in modifying the
ppm numbers of the packages before calculating the quality forecast of the product.
The development of the Quality Forecasting Tool is a part of TOOLMET-2MODIPRO project in Tekes technology program "Adaptive and Intelligent Systems
Applications".
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MANUFACTURING PROCESS

The most common way to manufacture electronic products is Surface Mount
Technology (SMT). Also Through Hole Technology (THT) is used.
In this research, the manufacturing of electronic products is customer-oriented. This
means that products are manufactured according to customers’ orders. The series of
products are short and the amount of different kind of product variants is large.

2.1 Product process
All products and product releases, which are intended to be delivered to customers as
independent products or as system elements, will be developed in cross-functional
product programs. These product programs utilise the product process going through
the phases and milestones.
The milestones and phases in the product process are shown in Figure 1. Figure also
shows how the amount of defects decreases during the product process. There are
more defects in the first manufactured products and the quality is getting better when
more products are manufactured.
Defects

Volume

RAMP-UP
PRODUCTION

VOLUME
PRODUCTION
(COP)

PRE-PRODUCTION

Time
E1 Design

E2 Design
Verification

E3 Product and Production
Verification

E4

Delivery
Ramp-up

E5

Market
E5+
Acceptance

CCP

Time-to-Market

Figure 1. Product process: milestones and the amount of defects.
To get as high quality as possible already in the early phases of the product program,
advantage can be taken from the data available in existing databases. It contains
information on manufacturing time, defects caused in the manufacturing process and
their repairs for the already existing products. This information can be used to forecast
the quality of the product in the early phase. The component's suitability to the
manufacturing process can be examined and it can be replaced with a better
alternative. If it is found out that a component is not suitable to the process when the
product is already in production, replacing the component is very expensive since the
product launch is delayed.
5

2.2 Assembly process
The solder paste printing starts the assembling of the components to the Printed
Circuit Board (PCB). Paste makes electrical connection and it also keeps components
in their right places for the soldering.
After paste printing, SMD components are assembled. Assembly machine picks and
places the components to the board. After assembling, the board with the components
goes to the reflow process. Paste is heated over the melting point of the solder alloy,
while activated flux reduces surface tension at the metal interface so that a solder joint
is formed.
In the so called mixed technology, after the first side's (A-side) reflow soldering,
SMD components are glued to the PCB's B-side and THT components are assembled
to the A-side of the board. After this, these components are wave soldered.

2.3 Inspections
It is important to inspect the quality of the manufactured products. This reduces work
in the later phases. For example, assembly inspection is done before soldering,
because repairing after soldering means melting of joints.
After the assembly process, missing components and the misalignments of the
components can be found. Doing this manually is difficult because of the reduced size
of components, and now it is made by optical devices. Inspection results can act as
feedback to the assembly machine.
Solder joints are inspected by x-ray. Results from the x-ray inspection are saved to the
database and ensured by visual check. The inspector makes a decision of the need for
repair.
There is also testing for finished products to ensure their proper functioning.

2.4 Key figures
The most common key figures are the ppm number Pd and the yield Y. Pd is the
probability to the defects or the density of defects and it is calculated in ppm (parts
per million) units by

Pd = 10 6 ⋅

Nd
Ni

(1)

where Nd is number of defected inspection points and
Ni is number of inspection points.
Usually Pd is calculated for component's joints or for the whole component. Pd
calculated by joints describes how many joints from million joints are defected. Pd
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calculated for a component shows how many components have one or more joints
defected.
The yield Y is calculated by
æ N ö
Y = 100% ⋅ çç1 − d ÷÷
Ni ø
è

3

(2)

QUALITY FORECASTING TOOL

To reach the final quality of product immediately in all process stages is an advantage
for the manufacturer and the customer.
Many elements effect to the quality: designing the product that includes choices of
components and PCB layout, the quality of used materials and the performance of the
manufacturing process.
Especially in the factories manufacturing many different products, it must be assured
that the new product is suitable to the existing process.
By using the Quality Forecasting Tool (QFT) it is possible to forecast the new
product’s quality based on data of existing products and their components. The
quality forecast for a new product is calculated from components' quality data. Data is
got from the database as shown in Figure 2.

PARTLIST
- packages and amount
of them in product

SQL-QUERY
-productcode
-release
-version

QUALITY
FORECAST

DATABASE
To packages are combined defect
data from ppm-file

SQL

PPM-FILE

-

includes one month's defect
data

Figure 2. Quality Forecasting Tool.
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The part list of the desired product is got by SQL-query, where parameters are
product, release and version codes. The result is a part list of this product including
names of packages and their amounts in this product.
Ppm values from a ppm file are combined with the packages. Ppm values are based on
the defect data from the x-ray inspection after a double side reflow soldering process.

When defect data is combined with the packages, the quality forecast is calculated
using ppm values at the package level according to
Pu =

å (N ⋅ P )
åN
p

d

(3)

p

where Np is the amount of the package in the product and
Pd is ppm at the package level.
Users of QFT are production leaders and assembly engineers. They can use QFT as an
advice when components and technologies are chosen for new products. If QFT
shows that there are possible problems with some components, they can be changed.
It is also possible to examine what is the effect, if some component's quality is
changed.
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USER INTERFACE FOR QUALITY FORECASTING TOOL

A user interface is built for the QFT using Java development tool JBuilder [Jokinen,
2000]. The application is based on tabsets, where the parameters for SQL-query are
entered and results are shown. The quality forecast for the product is calculated and it
is also possible to speculate what is the effect if some package's quality is changed.
Figures 3 and 4 show Start-page and Speculation-page in the QFT user interface.

Figure 3. Start-page in the QFT user interface.

Figure 4. Speculation-page in the QFT user interface.
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A part list, packages included in the specified product, is extracted by SQL-query.
Parameters for the query are given as product, release and version codes, and the
query is ran by pressing a button. Packages in this product are shown on Results-page,
together with ppm values and some other information from the ppm file.
The ppm file is a text file including fault data and calculated ppm values for packages
in specified time period and production line. The ppm file is made by BusinessObjects
program. The ppm file is also shown on the fourth page of the QFT user interface,
called ppm values.
When ppm values are combined with the product's packages, the Results-page is
copied to the Speculation page. On this page it is possible to change package ppm
values and find out how it effects to the product's quality forecast.
The product ppm calculated both on Results and Speculation pages is based on
package ppm values. On Results page, this value comes automatically when the SQLquery is ran, and on Speculation page the calculation is done when a button is pressed.
It is possible to save the table on Speculation-page as a text file and in this way
different speculations can be analysed for example in an Excel-program.
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ANALYSIS OF QUALITY FORECAST

The QFT results are evaluated comparing the quality forecast and the real quality. The
evaluation is made in time periods of one month. Two cases are considered. The first
is a situation where the product is from a different production line where data to
quality forecast is collected. The second is a case, where the product is produced in
the same production line from where data is collected.
Tables 1 and 2 show the ratio between the forecasted ppm and the real ppm for four
packages. The calculation has been done for periods of one month.
Table 1. Package-ppm -ratio (forecast/real). The product and data for the forecast are
from different production lines.
Package
QFP208
X7R
EFD15
CD105

April
3.08
1.13
1.70
3.39

May
2.59
1.14
1.28
0.00

June
0.49
1.27
0.57
0.00

July
0.79
0.57
0.28
0.00

August September
3.44
0.71
0.50
0.64
0.32
2.43
0.00
0.08

October
0.32
0.28
1.45
0.14

Table 2. Package-ppm -ratio (forecast/real). The product and data for the forecast are
from the same production line.
Package
QFP240
EFD20
P1301
EFD15

May
0.75
1.31
1.18
1.02

June
2.08
1.09
0.65
1.23

July
3.46
0.98
0.88
1.70

August September
2.10
1.42
0.90
1.03
0.66
0.60
1.65
1.48

October
0.55
0.93
0.58
1.63

From tables it can be seen that in some months the quality forecast is too optimistic
and in some other months the forecast is poorer than the real quality.
In the first case, the reason for this variation might be that data in the forecast and the
examined product are from different production lines. Production lines manufacture
different kind of products and process is optimised to these products.
As seen in Table 2, a different production line doesn't explain all variations between
the forecast and the real quality. More detailed examination of products is necessary
in order to get more realistic quality forecasts. How the product's part list effects to
the quality? What is the effect of package and solder density? Knowing these things
and changing the ppm numbers accordingly, leads to more realistic quality forecasts.
The time period for collecting data is essential in making a reliable quality forecast for
the products. If the time period is long, the data describes the quality of the production
line. When the time period is shortened, it is possible to catch data that better shows
the characteristic features of products, which are manufactured during the time period.
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MODELLING WITH LINGUISTIC EQUATIONS

This report concerns also with the application fuzzy logic and linguistic equations to
quality forecasting for products of electronics manufacturing. This technique provides
additional features to the quality forecasting tool developed on the basis of statistical
analysis and described in the previous chapters. This tool calculates quality forecast
based on weighted averages. The goal is to ameliorate this forecast by considering
variations of product ppm levels. Typically, fuzzy logic is useful in situations where
problem is nonlinear and includes casual or unpredictable disturbances.

6.1 Collection and processing of data
Data queries from SQL-database were made for the generation of membership
definitions. All collected data were from the TL3SDH-line. Packages inspection
information was collected from 25 weeks period. The calculation of weekly ppm
values was based on inspection information. The method of the ppm calculation was
weighted average. Weekly ppm variations of some packages are shown Figure 5.

Figure 5. Weekly ppm variations.
Data is from weeks 16 to 41. Data for packages is very representative meaning that
variations of the ppm level are well displayed in data. This is very important when
using intelligent methods. Membership definitions are calculated for packages based
on the classification of data. Membership definitions are commented in chapter 6.2.
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Data queries were also done for three products. Because of the project’s schedule and
slow queries, ppm values were calculated only monthly. Ppm variations of three
products are shown in Figure 6. Selected products are the three most produced in
TL3SDH-production line. T30054.01-c2 was produced in 1768 pieces, T31400.03-c3
1524 pieces and T31420.01b2 776 pieces during the observation period.

Figure 6. Ppm variations of selected products.
A monthly ppm value of a product has been calculated by using weighted average
method. More representative data must be collected for more detailed analysis. Data
of six data points is not the most reliable to get a picture of real ppm variations.
However, this data can be used for a feasibility study of linguistic equation method.
Excel and FuzzEqu programs have been used for data analysis. FuzzEqu is the
development environment for intelligent systems, implemented in Matlab 
environment [Juuso, 1999a].
The biggest problem of data collection is the backwardness of data queries. For
example, data for one product from 25 weeks takes about 25 hours. Data queries must
be updated or regenerated for further studies.
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6.2 Membership definitions
Membership definitions are the basis for linguistic equations. All membership
definitions made in this project are for packages and products of the TL3SDH
production line. It is not necessary to make membership definitions for every package,
because the packages, which are used very little are insignificant for the ppm value of
the product. Definitions have been made for 50 most used and inspected packages. In
this case, membership definitions are made in two ways, using whole data and 2/3 of
data. Membership definitions for nine packages are shown in figure 7, when using
whole data. All membership definitions, made for packages and selected products are
shown in appendix 1 (when using whole data) and appendix 2 (when using 2/3 of
data).

Figure 7. Membership definitions of packages.
Membership definitions scale ppm values of packages between linguistic values from
–2 to 2. Meaning of X-axis:
•
•
•

0 represents the normal ppm level of the package
2 represents the high ppm level
-2 represents the low ppm level.

Updating the data used in the calculation of membership definitions makes it possible
to follow the current quality of packages in production. In that way we adapt the
quality forecast to the latest production quality. It is also possible to emphasise the
latest ppm values in the calculation.
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Membership definitions tell also something about quality ranges of the pakages. If the
flat area is on the negative side and steep increase on the positive side, the package
has usually low ppm value, which in some circumtances can increase considerably,
i.e. there are problems with some products or production conditions. Finding those
special cases will improve the quality level. If the positive side is flat and the negative
side steep, the package has usually high ppm level, but in certain conditions, a higher
quality can be acchieved, i.e. the package is succesfully used in these products or
production conditions.
Ppm values for products are also needed for modelling. The model is based on the
knowledge of both packages and products ppm values from the same time scale.

Figure 8. Membership definitions for selected products.
Membership definitions for selected products are shown in Figure 8. These
membership definitions are not very reliable, because it is possible that definitions
based on six data points, only, do not include every possible (or needed) situation.
The shape of the membership definitions can be analysed in the same way as the
membership definitions of the packages.
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6.3 Linguistic Equations
Linguistic equations can be shown in the form [Juuso, 1999b]

å Ai, j X j + Bi = 0 ,
m

(4)

j =1

where Xj is a linguistic level for the variable j. Levels Xj are calculated by
membership definitions from measurements of the corresponding variable j. B is a
bias term. Interaction matrix A describes interactions between variables. The
interaction matrix consists of real valued coefficients which can be defined directly
from the training data.
In the LE models of the quality forecasting tool, the bias term is zero. All packages
with nonzero coefficient in the interaction matrix affect to the ppm level of the
product. More the value differs from zero, more it effects on the equation. Each
product has its own LE model with specific interaction coefficients. Membership
definitions are defined for each package and product with five parameters. As only
parameters are needed, the LE models can be configured very efficiently.
Equations, created from membership definitions, between packages and products are
shown in Table 3. Equations are automatically created using FuzzEqu program. All
packages used for modelling are shown in the first column. Last three columns
represent equations. Numbers are interaction coefficients. Coefficients tell about the
effect of one package or product in equation. More the value differs from zero, more
it effects on the equation. The packages with positive coefficients increase the ppm
level from the normal level, and the packages with negative value decrease the ppm
level from the normal level.
Coefficients of the products are all negative in this representation since they are
moved on the right side of the equation in the calculation of ppm levels.
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Table 3. Equations.
204;
603;
0603R;
805;
1206;
1210;
18X12X5;
2*30F;
2X15;
2X20;
2X5_ANGLE;
3528_(=B);
7343_(=D);
80POLE-M;
8547;
CD54;
EFD15;
EFD20;
EFD25;
HC45/SMD;
P1115;
P1301;
PLCC20;
PLCC28;
PLCC44;
QFP120;
QFP132;
QFP160;
QFP196;
QFP208;
QFP240;
QFP48;
QFP80;
RESONB;
SMD220;
SO14S;
SO16S;
SO16WK;
SO20W;
SO24L;
SO8S;
SOD80;
SOD87;
SOT23;
SSOP14;
SSOP20;
TQFP100;
TRANS;
TSOP40;
TSOP56;
X7R;
T3005401c2
T3140003c3
T3142001b2

T30054.01-c2 T31420.01-b2 T31400.03-c3
-1.0792
0.4901
0
-1.8509
0.869
1.4594
-1.2822
1.535
-1.158
-1.6399
0
-1.0726
1.3422
0
0
1.0708
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0.5164
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.8673
0.096
0
1.2665
-0.5073
0
0
-1.7679
0
-1.1798
1.4215
0.1451
0
0
0
0
-1.4019
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.2527
-0.9283
-1.2206
0
2.4574
0
1.075
-2.5745
0
0
0
0.546
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.5115
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0.753
0
-0.0419
-1.6987
-2.3585
2.0757
0.4404
0.3405
-1.4645
0
1.0686
0.1789
0.3274
0
0
0
0
0
1.7225
-0.4637
-1.9526
-0.281
1.0369
-0.5002
0.8936
0
-0.7462
2.1544
-2.412
0
0
-1.1997
2.4137
0
0.8566
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.751
0
0
0
0
0
-0.3222
0.3255
0
-1.2257
0
0
0
0
-1.4497
0
-5.0075
0
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MODELLING RESULTS

Making a model between product and packages is experimented using FuzzEqu
program. Comparisons between model and data are shown for products T30054.01c2, T31420.01-b2 and T31400.03-c3 in Figures 9, 10 and 11, when using whole data
for both training and testing of model. Comparisons for same products, when using
2/3 of data for training of model and three different data (1/3, 2/3 and whole data) for
testing, are shown in figures 12-20. Test data is sporadically picked so that there is
one data point per one month. As seen especially in figures 15 and 19, more
representative data is needed for products (more data points).
The strongest peaks in those figures are exactly during the same weeks, which are
picked out for testing. Accordingly 20 data points for training of model are too few.
Every straight part of line in figures below represents the approximated ppm value for
one month. Now the ppm value calculated monthly is extended to every week of the
month. Broken line represents ppm values given by the model. Correlation values
between model and calculated ppm are shown below each comparison figure (Figures
9-20).

Figure 9. Model for T30054.01-c2. Correlation 0.967.

From the figure above we find that the model reacts relatively well for ppm changes
in every turn of the month. It is also seen that the product has two ppm levels. The
ppm level is much higher during weeks 1 to 5 and 18 to 26 than it is during weeks 6 to
18. Note that 0603R is mostly used package in the modelled product. Same type of
action is also noticed with packages 0204 and 0603. The congruency between
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packages and product would be better if using the weekly ppm calculation for
products. The error value is presented in the middle part of figures. The ppm level of
the product compared with the normal ppm level is shown in the lowest part of
figures. It also affirms the assumption of two different ppm levels effected by
something, for example package 0603R.

Figure 10. Model for T31400.03-c3. Correlation 0.992.

Figure 10 shows the same type of ppm level distribution as for T30054.01-c2. Ppm
levels in June and August are clearly higher than in other months. The ppm level of
packages 0603R(802 pieces), SOT23(120 pieces) and SSOP14(13 pieces) goes with
products ppm trend. In this model also, fuzzy model reacts fast for changes.
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Figure 11. Model for T31420.01-b2. Correlation 0.997.

Two ppm levels are also seen for T31400.03-c3. The good ppm level in May is partly
explained by the low output of the product (61 pieces). Package 0603R has again a
great effect on the shape of products ppm level variation. Note that the amount of
0603R in the product is 8,5-fold compared with others.
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Figure 12. Model for T30054.01-c2 when using whole data for testing. Correlation
0.980.

Figure 13. Model for T30054.01-c2 when using 1/3 of data for testing. Correlation
0.979.
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Figure 14. Model for T30054.01-c2 when using same data for both training and
testing. Correlation 0.999.

Figure 15. Model for T31400.03-c3 when using whole data for testing. Correlation
0.748.
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Figure 16. Model for T31400.03-c3 when using 1/3 of data for testing. Correlation
0.232.

Figure 17. Model for T31400.03-c3 when using same data for both training and
testing. Correlation 0.998.
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Figure 18. Model for T31420.01-b2 when using whole data for testing. Correlation
0.902.

Figure 19. Model for T31420.01-b2 when using 1/3 of data for testing. Correlation
0.684.
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Figure 20. Model for T31420.01-b2 when using same data for both training and
testing. Correlation 0.998.
The linguistic values of the ppm levels can already show some differences in the
component quality and production process. This is useful especially in the factories
manufacturing many different products. This approach provides valuable additional
tools for the statistical process control (SPC): the normal SPC could be based on these
linguistic values, and the actual ppm levels would be handled only if some problems
are detected.
Changes of the ppm levels of the packages are seen in the ppm levels of the products
very clearly. The improvement to the statistical approach is obvious. Also the LE
model underestimates slightly differences from the average situation. The model
needs additional data for tuning. Also closer connection to inspection and functional
testing [Juuso and Leiviskä, 1999] would further improve the models.
The fuzziness of the LE model, which is a measure for the fulfilment of the LE model,
is calculated by comparing the calculated lefthand side of Equation 4 to zero. The
fuzziness is higher in the test weeks that in the training weeks. However, there could
be also real differences between the weekly ppm levels.
Based on figures above it is justifiable to say that with more representing data, fuzzy
logic is a powerful choice for quality forecasting in this kind of situation. The model
based on linguistic equations is applicable to real time operation.
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INTELLIGENT QUALITY FORECASTING TOOL

The aim of the intelligent tool is to predict quality for a new product. The principal
structure of the intelligent quality forecasting tool is shown in Figure 21. Quality
forecast is based on comparison between package lists of modelled products and the
package list of a new product. Information used for modelling should be updated
regularly.

Figure 21. Intelligent Quality Forecasting Tool
Quality forecasting calculation has three parts. Comparison of package lists, selecting
most applicable model and bringing out the forecast. Updating of ppm database could
be separated as a part of its own. A case-based method is used.
Tool picks up the most applicable model by comparing package lists. Thinking about
the reliability of the forecast, finding an appropriate comparison method is very
important. For example the use of neural networks could be one solution.
Adapting linguistic equations for model gives a way to use expert knowledge in
forecasting. In the normal situation, the ppm forecast is based on normal ppm levels
of packages, but also low and high level ppm value prediction could be done.
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9

DISCUSSION

Results of the report are mainly observations and basic work for finding out how
fuzzy logic could be used in the quality forecasting in electronics industries and how
this kind of tool could be developed.
The importance of representative data is significant for modelling. Noticed slowness
and inflexibility must be corrected in further studies, For example, by making a
straight SQL-code. Also more appropriate data for products should be collected. Data
queries for packages show that weekly ppm levels have variations or even
increasing/decreasing trend, as shown in appendix 3. Now, predicting the ppm level
of the product only by using the average or weighted average calculation method, is
not inevitably the most reliable.
Membership definitions have been made for 50 most used packages in the TL3SDH
production line. Definitions are based on collected data. Membership definitions tell
about packages’ ppm level distribution.
Based on experimented models, fuzzy logic seems to be a good method for this kind
of quality modelling. Thus ppm values of products has been calculated monthly. The
linguistic equation approach also provides an excellent way to use expert knowledge.
We find out that the mostly used package has a big effect on the shape of products
ppm figure.
Operation of the intelligent QFT has also been introduced. The so called case-based
approach is used. Both the constructed flow chart and the experiences on data
collecting, membership definitions and fuzzy modelling are a good starting point or
possibility for further studies.
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CONCLUSIONS
Quality Forecasting Tool (QFT) has been built to forecast quality of products by
joining package lists of the product and known quality level of these packages. With
statistical analysis it is possible to find the components with biggest risks. Variation of
the quality differences between products and periods of time supports the importance
of intelligent systems in these applications. Getting more accurate quality forecast
means knowing the characteristics of the product, for example component and joint
densities and their variations.
The importance of representative data is significant for modelling. Based on
experimented models, fuzzy logic seems to be a good method for this kind of quality
modelling. Thus quality levels of products have been calculated monthly. The
linguistic equation approach also provides an excellent way to use expert knowledge.
We find out that the mostly used package has a big effect on the shape of products
ppm figure.
Operation of the intelligent QFT has also been introduced. The so-called case-based
approach is used. Both the constructed flow chart and the experiences on data
collecting, membership definitions and fuzzy modelling are a good starting point or
possibility for further studies and real time applications.
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Appendix 1. Membership definitions generated from the whole data.
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Appendix 2. Membership definitions genarated from 2/3 of the data
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Appendix 3. Weekly variation of the ppm levels.
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